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Abstract
Studies of forest dynamics plots (FDPs) have revealed a variety of negative density-dependent (NDD) demographic interactions, especially among conspecific trees. These interactions can affect growth rate, recruitment and mortality, and they play a central role in the
maintenance of species diversity in these complex ecosystems. Here we use an equal area
annulus (EAA) point-pattern method to comprehensively analyze data from two tropical
FDPs, Barro Colorado Island in Panama and Sinharaja in Sri Lanka. We show that these
NDD interactions also influence the continued evolutionary diversification of even distantly
related tree species in these FDPs. We examine the details of a wide range of these interactions between individual trees and the trees that surround them. All these interactions, and
their cumulative effects, are strongest among conspecific focal and surrounding tree species in both FDPs. They diminish in magnitude with increasing phylogenetic distance
between heterospecific focal and surrounding trees, but do not disappear or change the pattern of their dependence on size, density, frequency or physical distance even among the
most distantly related trees. The phylogenetic persistence of all these effects provides evidence that interactions between tree species that share an ecosystem may continue to promote adaptive divergence even after the species’ gene pools have become separated.
Adaptive divergence among taxa would operate in stark contrast to an alternative possibility
that has previously been suggested, that distantly related species with dispersal-limited distributions and confronted with unpredictable neighbors will tend to converge on common
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strategies of resource use. In addition, we have also uncovered a positive density-dependent effect: growth rates of large trees are boosted in the presence of a smaller basal area
of surrounding trees. We also show that many of the NDD interactions switch sign rapidly as
focal trees grow in size, and that their cumulative effect can strongly influence the distributions and species composition of the trees that surround the focal trees during the focal
trees’ lifetimes.

Introduction
The many forest dynamics plots (FDPs) that are being maintained in primary forests around
the world, under guidance from the Center for Tropical Forest Science (CTFS) of the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute and with the cooperation of governmental and research institutions, have allowed ecologists to follow the histories and fates of millions of individual trees
[1, 2]. Repeated censuses of some of the FDPs at 5-year intervals have provided detailed information about changes over time in these species-rich ecosystems.
There is growing evidence for the importance of density-dependent effects, particularly negative density-dependence (NDD), in the maintenance of species diversity in forests [3] and [4],
and in other complex ecosystems such as tropical reefs [5]. These effects tend to be strongest
within individual species—species tend to be at a competitive advantage when locally rare and
lose that advantage when they are locally common. In this paper we examine these effects in
detail in two tropical forest plots and show that they extend even to the most distantly related
species that share these ecosystems. Although the strength of the effects drops rapidly with
increasing phylogenetic distance between tree species, we will show that they have the capability of forcing continued evolutionary change. Even distantly related tree species will continue
to diverge from each other in the direction of sharing fewer physical resources and fewer parasites and pathogens, provided that the tree species share an ecosystem.
One explanation for NDD patterns is the Janzen-Connell model, which proposes that species-specific pathogens and seed-predators accumulate around trees as they mature and reduce
the survival of the trees’ seeds and seedlings [6–9]. In a number of important studies, distanceand density-dependent effects on conspecific seedling survival have been traced to the effects
of pathogens (e.g. [10–12]). If trees’ growth rates are positively correlated with their survival
and ability to reproduce, negative density-dependent effects of surrounding trees on growth
that may also be traceable to the activities of pathogens should also contribute to the maintenance of species diversity. Uriarte et al. [13, 14] found conspecific NDD effects of immediate
neighborhoods on trees’ growth rates in the BCI FDP.
An alternative but not mutually exclusive explanation for conspecific NDD effects is nichecomplementarity, in which the density- and distance-dependent effects result from the speciesspecific depletion of physical resources [15–17]. A third model is facilitation, in which benefits,
mediated through a wide variety of biotic mechanisms, accrue to organisms of a given species
from the presence of nearby heterospecific organisms [18].
Although many of these NDD effects have been examined in previous studies of a wide variety of FDPs and grasslands (e.g. [8, 12, 19–32]), most of the studies have involved conspecific
plants. The extent and patterns of heterospecific interactions have been less thoroughly
studied.
It is known that distantly-related tree species share fewer pathogens than closely-related
ones, e.g. [33–35]. Zhu and co-workers [36] found a pattern consistent with decreased
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pathogen sharing with phylogenetic distance: a weaker NDD signal for recruitment in heterospecific than in conspecific trees in a survey of 50 temperate tree species in the eastern United
States. Seedlings surrounded by closely-related trees are less likely to die than those surrounded
by distantly-related trees [3, 37, 38].
Recently, Zhu et al. [38] examined survival of the 29 commonest tree species in the BCI
FDP. They found that survival of small trees is reduced, and that of larger trees is increased, in
the presence of conspecific neighbors. They then took the average of the phylogenetic distances
between a tree and all of its surrounding heterospecific neighbors within a series of radii—5,
10, 15 or 20 m. If a tree’s heterospecific neighboring trees are on average closely related to it,
their effect on its survival is similar to, but weaker than, that of conspecific neighbors. This latter effect is only apparent in trees larger than saplings. Chen et al. [39] have found a small positive effect of phylogenetic distance of surrounding trees on the absolute non-standardized
growth rates of focal trees, though this effect was smaller than the effect of physical dissimilarities between species.
In this paper we explore details of the phylogenetic persistence of a wide range of negative
density-dependent and distance-dependent (NDD) effects among saplings and reproductive
trees in the BCI and Sinharaja plots. These include (1) associations between a tree’s growth rate
and size and the species composition and total basal area of its neighbors, and (2) associations
between a tree’s size and the amounts of recruitment, mortality and clustering in its neighborhood. To the extent that these effects are present in heterospecific tree species interactions and
are negatively density-dependent, they will force the tree species to become more different
from each other.
Although other studies have shown that focal seedling growth, recruitment and mortality
are affected by the species composition and distribution of their surrounding trees [4, 13, 22,
34, 40, 41], and seedlings have been shown to be more strongly affected than larger trees [42],
our study is the first to extend these observations to all size categories of focal trees. We show
in detail the extent to which these effects are strongly dependent on tree size, show that the
effects begin to change early in a tree’s life history, and demonstrate that they sometimes
change sign from negative to positive density dependence as trees mature. We are the first to
show that in both FDPs the characteristics of all of the effects examined, including their tree
size dependence, persist even when they are measured between individual trees and surrounding trees that are separated from them by hundreds of millions of years of divergent evolution.
The present study examines a wider variety of NDD effects over a wider range of phylogenetic distances than previous studies (see Methods). We find that the effects diminish rapidly
with increasing phylogenetic distance, but that the characteristics of the effects, such as the
strong dependence on focal tree size, persist even in larger trees and when there are extremely
large phylogenetic separations between species. Because this consistent pattern of persistent
phylogenetic signals in many NDD effects is found in both the BCI and Sinharaja FDP plots,
we predict that it may be detectable in other forests.

Data and Methods
Data sets
The BCI plot on Barro Colorado Island in Panama and the Sinharaja plot in Sri Lanka, 50 and 25
ha respectively, are located in tropical wet forests. The available census data exclude lianas and
“strangler” figs but include all other woody plants  10 mm diameter at breast height (dbh) [43].
The BCI plot (9°100 N, 79°510 W) receives 2,600 mm rain per year, has a pronounced 3.5-month
dry season from January to April, and has a year-round mean daily temperature of 27°C [44].
Topographic relief ranges from 120 to 155 m. The Sinharaja plot (06° 240 N, 80° 240 E) receives
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an annual average of 5,000 mm of rain and has a less pronounced dry season lasting from
December to April [45]. Topographic relief is more pronounced at Sinharaja, with elevations
ranging from 424 to 575 m above mean sea level. Annual daily maximum and minimum temperatures are 24.7° and 20.4°C, respectively. The BCI plot has been censused seven times, beginning
in 1982, and the Sinharaja plot has been censused three times, beginning in 1996. Except for the
first census interval at BCI, which spanned the years 1982–85, the censuses in the plots have
been carried out at 5-year intervals.

Analysis of phylogenetic distances
To assess the impact of evolutionary relationships among species on NDD traits, a community
phylogeny of the tree species in the BCI plot was generated using a multi-locus DNA barcode
library of three chloroplast markers (rbcL, matK, and trnH-psbA). Details of sequence editing,
alignment, and assembly are provided in Kress et al. [46]. The resulting phylogeny was then
dated with the program PATHd8, following Magallon and Castillo [47] for dates at nodes of
specific orders to convert the phylogeny into a dated chronogram. Evolutionary distances
between pairs of taxa in the Sinharaja plot were estimated using the Magallon and Castillo
divergence times of 265 genera in 52 orders and families, based on sequences of three plastid
genes (atpB, rbcL, and matK) and two nuclear markers (18S nuclear ribosomal DNA [nrDNA]
and 26S nrDNA). Branch lengths were adjusted with the Phylocom statistical package [48].

Equal-area annulus (EAA) method
The EAA neighborhood density function that we introduce here is an extension of O-ring spatial statistics [49] and the Dx index [50]. It is a non-parametric point-pattern analysis that
examines associations between the species, size, and normalized growth rate of individual
“focal” trees and a range of properties of the “annular” trees that fall within a series of twenty
equal-area (25 m2) concentric annuli surrounding each focal tree. Unlike parametric
approaches such as maximum likelihood neighborhood analyses [51], it is not model-dependent. The equal-area annulus approach also ensures that comparable amounts of data are available for analysis in each annular subdivision. Details of the EAA analysis are presented in Text
A of S1 File.
EAA and other spatial point pattern analyses also differ from quadrat-based analyses (e.g.
[19, 21]) in that they can examine properties of the surroundings of individual trees rather
than the averaged properties of small focal areas of the plots. Their summary statistics typically
use information from the same tree multiple times [52, 53]. While this can lead to problems
with autocorrelation in regression analysis, this is circumvented through the use of nonparametric Monte Carlo null models to test for significance. Autocorrelations are equally present in the observed and the null model data, and factor out when they are compared. Details of
the Monte Carlo methods used are presented in Text A of S1 File.
Here we employ the EAA method to examine focal tree growth rate in the presence or
absence of conspecific and heterospecific annular trees. We also analyze how the degree of clustering, recruitment, and mortality of annular conspecific and heterospecific trees changes—
and often changes sign—as focal trees increase in size. These latter analyses show in detail how
the environment of focal trees undergoes rapid changes early in their lifespans. We also show
that these effects, like the effects on focal tree growth rate, diminish but do not disappear with
increasing phylogenetic distance between focal and annular tree species.
We designate as focal trees all trees that survive a given census period, that are at least 12.6
m from the edge of the plots, and that belong to species in which there are at least 20 trees
present in the entire plot during each census interval. Fig 1 shows the pattern of the twenty
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Fig 1. A map of the 20 equal-area concentric annuli around each focal tree that were used in the EAA analysis. The figure
represents the annuli around a focal tree during a single census period, and shows annular trees of two species (green and blue
symbols) that fall within a specified phylogenetic interval from the focal tree (red symbol). R and X designate annular trees that were
recruited or died during the census period.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g001

equal-area annuli surrounding each focal tree. The outer margin of the first annulus is 2.8 m
from the focal tree, and the inner and outer margins of the 20th annulus are 12.3 and 12.6 m
from the focal tree. Thus, the focal trees are all far enough from the edges of the plot that all
annuli surrounding them are complete, eliminating the need for edge corrections. The BCI and
Sinharaja plot data are analyzed separately.
Focal trees are characterized by their species, dbh, and normalized growth rate, calculated
by dividing the trees into ten dbh classes delimited by diameters of 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130,
150, 170, 190, and >190 mm. Each tree’s normalized growth rate is expressed as the number of
positive or negative standard deviations by which the tree’s growth rate deviates from the mean
growth rate of its size class within its species.
The trees that occupy each annulus are divided into conspecifics of the focal tree and heterospecifics. The heterospecifics are in turn divided into groups in which the annular trees fall
within the following ranges of phylogenetic distances (in Ma) from their common ancestor
with the focal tree: 0–25, 25–50, 50–75, 75–100, 100–125, 125–132.5, 132.5–150 and 150–186
for BCI and 0–25, 25–50, 50–75, 75–100, 100–125, 125–200 and 200–269 for Sinharaja. These
numerous intervals ensure that detailed conclusions can be drawn about the effects of evolutionary divergence. All of the subdivisions are made up of more than 750 focal-annular pairs of
tree species, providing a substantial number of pairwise comparisons between the focal tree
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and its related trees in each annulus. Each of these phylogenetic groupings of heterospecifics in
each annulus are examined to determine their numbers, rates of recruitment and survival, and
summed basal areas at breast height.
We have examined the growth rate of small focal trees (dbh 10–30mm) in the presence or
absence of five categories of larger conspecific (or phylogenetically related) trees in each of its
annuli. We conducted similar analyses for growth rate of large focal trees (dbh > 190 mm) in
the presence or absence of two categories of smaller annular trees. We have also examined conspecific (or phylogenetically related heterospecific) clustering, recruitment and mortality in all
the annuli around focal trees of different size classes (10–20, 20–50, 50–100 and >100 mm
dbh).
Growth rates, recruitment, and mortality in succeeding census periods are assumed to have
a substantial independent component, so that data from all census periods are used. In the clustering analysis, because annular tree numbers and species composition for the same focal tree
are strongly correlated across censuses, only data from the second census periods of each of the
plots are used.
Clustering is estimated as the density of annular trees, either conspecifics or trees falling
within a given phylogenetic interval from the focal tree, that are present at both the beginning
and end of the census period. The recruits in an annulus during a census period are all individuals of conspecifics, or of species that lie within a given phylogenetic interval from the focal
tree, that cross the size threshold of 1 cm during that census period. The recruitment rate in the
annulus is estimated as the mean fraction of recruits among conspecific survivors or survivors
that fall within the given phylogenetic interval. The mortality rate is the fraction of conspecifics,
or trees falling within the phylogenetic interval, that are present at the start of the census period
and that die during that period.
We have pooled information from all of the tree species in the BCI or in the Sinharaja plots
in our initial analyses, in order to maximize the likelihood of detecting even weakly significant
relationships between the properties of focal and annular trees. Following this initial analysis,
we have carried out preliminary tests of whether or not subgroups of species with different
properties show the same pattern of relationships as the plot as a whole. In these tests the plot
data are partitioned into large subsets, each containing equal numbers of focal trees. Analysis
of each subset therefore has equal statistical power. Each subset is made up of species that share
a particular property: either similar abundance or similar distribution of tree sizes. Other
groupings, such as canopy and understory species, could be made, but they would not permit
the division of the data into equal fractions. Each subset includes both the focal and the annular
trees, so that the EAA analyses of a subset employ only the focal-annular relationships between
the species that make up the subset. Details of the subdivision process are given in Text B of S1
File.
Measuring the significance of NDD effects and the degree to which they are independent
of the effects of topography and within-quadrat autocorrelation. The NDD effects examined here, even the relatively strong effects between conspecific focal and annular trees, explain
only a small fraction of the total variances of focal tree properties. Further, these variances are
influenced by other factors.
One of these factors is plot topography. A second possible confounding factor is the presence of autocorrelations. Trees that are near each other will, for a wide variety of reasons, tend
to have similar growth, recruitment and mortality rates.
To quantify the topographic effects, we employ classifications of the topographies of 20 x 20
m quadrats of the plots. These topographic classifications have been shown in previous studies
(BCI, [54], Sinharaja, [55] to be strongly related to species assemblages and to shifts in assemblage composition as trees mature. BCI plot quadrats are divided into four different categories:
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slope, low plateau, high plateau or swamp. Sinharaja quadrats are divided into five categories
(high elevation, mid elevation, low elevation with high altitude above channel, and low elevation with low altitude above channel). We give each quadrat a designation that corresponds to
one of the topographic categories, and assign each focal tree in a quadrat the designation of
that quadrat.
To aid in quantifying autocorrelations between the properties of trees located physically
near each other we assign different numbers to the 20 x 20 m quadrats, and assign all the focal
trees in the quadrat that number. We have examined four response variables, along with sets of
factors that would be expected to influence each variable, and the interactions between the factors. The first of these variables and factor sets is: (1) growth rates of small focal trees vs. three
factors: presence or absence of larger annular conspecific trees in the first annulus, quadrat
topographic designation, and quadrat number. The other three response variables are: (2)
number of conspecific surviving trees during the second census period in the first annulus, (3)
number of conspecific recruits in the first annulus around focal trees during each census
period, and (4) number of conspecific trees that die during each census period in the first annulus. We estimate the response of each of these variables to the same set of three factors: focal
tree diameter, quadrat topography, and quadrat number.

Results
EAA Analysis Results
The depression in small focal tree growth rates in the presence of annular conspecifics is
strongly correlated with the basal area of the annular conspecifics. Our conspecific growth
rate analysis examines the effect of the presence or absence of certain categories of conspecific
annular trees on the growth rate of small (10–30mm dbh) focal trees. For each of the 20 annuli,
we divide the focal trees into five groups on the basis of the summed basal areas of the conspecifics that are present in the annulus. We use the growth rate of small focal trees that do not
have conspecific neighbors in the annulus as a point of reference. We then average, across all
species of focal tree, the differences between the normalized growth rates of focal trees with
summed basal area b of conspecifics (observed effect) and basal area 0 (point of reference) in a
given annulus.
In both forest plots the presence of a large summed basal area of annular trees is associated
with a highly significant slowing of growth of small focal trees (Fig 2). The greatest effects are
seen for the growths of small focal trees that have the largest summed basal area of conspecifics
in an annulus (black color in the figure). The size of these effects diminishes with decreasing
size difference between focal and annular trees and with increasing distance of the annuli from
the focal tree. These patterns are also observed for other focal tree sizes (data not shown). In
general the growth rate of focal trees of any size class is slowed in the presence of a larger
summed basal area of annular conspecifics.
Growth effects diminish with increasing phylogenetic distance between focal and annular trees. Fig 3 shows the equivalent measurements of small focal tree growth in the presence
or absence of closely-related heterospecific annular trees, again across all the categories of
summed basal area of annular trees and across all 20 annuli. Fig 4 shows the effect of the presence or absence of the most distantly related annular heterospecifics. In both forest plots there
is a negative effect of the presence of a larger basal area of annular heterospecifics on small
focal tree growth, and the effect is more pronounced in the closely-related species. Unpaired ttests (Fig 5) between the sets of focal tree growth rates in the presence or absence of annular
trees show that the growth effect is significant in most of the nine (BCI) or eight (Sinharaja)
categories of phylogenetic intervals between focal and annular trees. Although the levels of
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Fig 2. Negative effects on the growth rates of small (dbh 10–30 mm) focal trees that are associated with the presence of a range of
sizes of conspecific trees in the annuli. For each of the 20 annuli, the normalized growth rates of small (diameter 10–30 mm) focal trees
in the presence of larger conspecific annular trees are averaged. The figure shows the differences between these averages and the
averaged growth rates of focal trees that have no conspecific trees in the annulus (in standard deviations). Panels A and B present data
from BCI and Sinharaja, and the legend shows the range of sizes of summed annular tree basal areas that were used in the analysis.
Horizontal red lines denote zero difference between the mean growth rates. Error bars are derived from unpaired t-tests of the sets of
growth values.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g002

Fig 3. Effects on the growth rates of small (dbh 10–30 mm) focal trees in the presence and in the absence of annular
heterospecific trees of species that are closely related to the focal tree. The annular trees consist of the species that lie within the
interval 0–25 Ma since the time of their last common ancestor with the focal tree species. Data presented as in Fig 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g003
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Fig 4. Differences between the normalized growth rates of small (dbh 10–30 mm) focal trees in the presence and in the absence of
annular heterospecific trees that are distantly related to the focal tree. The annular trees consist of the species that lie within the
interval 150–186 Ma (BCI) or 250–269 Ma (Sinharaja) since the time of their last common ancestor with the focal tree species. Data
presented as in Fig 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g004

Fig 5. Significance of differences between the normalized growth rates of small (diameter 10–30 mm) focal trees in the presence and in the
absence of larger annular heterospecific trees that are related to the focal tree, for all phylogenetic intervals between focal and annular
tree species. The significances are measured as unpaired t-tests of the difference between the sets of growth rates of focal trees in the presence or
absence of the designated subclass of annular trees. Horizontal green lines represent 95% significance levels. The legend shows the ranges of
phylogenetic intervals between focal and annular tree species that were examined in each of the FDPs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g005
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Fig 6. Positive effects on the growth rates of large focal trees (> 28,000 mm2 dbh) that are associated with the presence of a range
of sizes of conspecific trees in the annuli. As in Fig 2, panels A and B present data from BCI and Sinharaja, and the legend shows the
range of sizes of summed annular tree basal areas that were used in the analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g006

significance vary for the different phylogenetic intervals, in part as a function of the amount of
information available, the growth effect remains significant even at the most distant phylogenetic interval.
Figs A and B of S1 File show, for the two plots, all the growth effects on focal trees associated
with the presence or absence of heterospecific annular trees that fall into all five categories of
summed basal areas and all the categories of phylogenetic intervals between focal and annular
trees. The figures also summarize the results of unpaired t-tests between the distributions of
focal tree growths in the presence or absence of the different categories of annular trees. These
tests show that the largest growth rate effects are found when the annular trees are physically
and phylogenetically close to the focal trees, and when the size differences between the focal
and annular trees are large.
Growth rates of large focal trees increase in the presence of smaller annular trees. Fig 6
shows an unexpected result. In both forest plots, the mean growth rate of the largest focal trees
(dbh > 190 mm) is increased if a slightly smaller summed basal area of annular conspecifics is
nearby, compared with the mean growth rate of the largest trees in the absence of any annular
conspecifics. This result may reflect processes that have led to the increased survival of large
trees surrounded by conspecifics that was detected by [38]. This effect, like the effects shown in
Figs 3 and 4, also falls off with phylogenetic distance (Figs 7 and 8), but it remains significant at
BCI even at large phylogenetic distances (Fig 9).
Figs C and D of S1 File show the complete data for large focal tree growths, for both plots
and for all phylogenetic intervals. At BCI, the t-values for annuli that are close to the focal
tree are significant at all phylogenetic intervals. At Sinharaja the level of significance at all phylogenetic intervals is substantially lower, but there are still some significant effects at large phylogenetic intervals.
Density dependence in clustering, recruitment and mortality. Many studies have shown
that tree recruitment and mortality in FDPs is consistent with negative density-dependent
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Fig 7. Effects on the growth rates of large focal trees (> 28,000 mm2 dbh) in the presence and in the absence of annular
heterospecific trees of species that are closely related to the focal tree. The annular trees consist of the species that lie within the
interval 0–25 Ma since the time of their last common ancestor with the focal tree species. Data presented as in Fig 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g007

effects on life history parameters. Our EAA analyses of clustering, recruitment and mortality
examine these life history parameters from a different point of view. We ask how, and how
quickly, the surroundings of an individual tree change as the tree grows in size. The answer is:
surprisingly quickly. Small trees of 10–20 mm dbh are surrounded by a significantly higher

Fig 8. Differences between the normalized growth rates of large focal trees (> 28,000 mm2 dbh) in the presence and in the
absence of annular heterospecific trees that are distantly related to the focal tree. The annular trees consist of the species that lie
within the interval 150–186 Ma (BCI) or 250–269 Ma (Sinharaja) since the time of their last common ancestor with the focal tree species.
Data presented as in Fig 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g008
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Fig 9. Significance of differences between the normalized growth rates of large focal trees (> 28,000 mm2 dbh) in the presence and in the
absence of annular conspecific trees or heterospecific trees that are related to the focal tree, for all phylogenetic intervals between focal
and annular tree species. Data presented as in Fig 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g009

than average density of conspecifics, and among these conspecifics recruitment is higher and
mortality is lower than average. But by the time trees become slightly larger, 20–50 mm dbh,
their surroundings have undergone a substantial change. Conspecifics have thinned out to a
lower than average density, the rate of recruitment has dropped, and the rate of mortality has
risen. These deviations from the mean often become more pronounced as focal trees grow further in size. We show further that all these patterns persist across even the largest phylogenetic
distances between focal and annular trees (orange and gray symbols in the figures for BCI and
Sinharaja respectively). In sum, the characteristics of the trees surrounding focal trees that survive and grow are clearly different from those of the trees surrounding the smallest focal trees.
Clustering of annular conspecifics is greatest around small focal trees, and quickly
changes to overdispersal with increasing focal tree size. An important finding to emerge
from the analyses of species-rich forest dynamics data was the discovery that tree species tend
to be aggregated rather than overdispersed [56]. Rarer species also tend to be more aggregated
than common ones, and aggregation is more pronounced at Sinharaja than at BCI [50]. In our
EAA analyses, the degree of aggregation is strongly associated with focal tree size. Fig 10 shows
the significance of these values, compared with the null model in which focal tree sizes have
been repeatedly (100 x) randomized within species. A positive z-value indicates that the
observed clustering in the annulus is higher than expected from the null model. A negative zvalue indicates that the annular trees are overdispersed. The figure shows that conspecific
annular trees exhibit strong aggregation near focal trees of 10–20 mm dbh, low aggregation
around focal trees of 20–50 mm dbh, and strong overdispersal around focal trees that are larger
than 50 mm dbh.
The figure also shows that in both FDPs these patterns extend beyond conspecifics and can
be detected at most phylogenetic distances between focal and annular species. As noted earlier,
aggregation was measured only for the second census interval at each plot.
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Fig 10. The significance of clustering of annular trees around focal trees of different sizes, showing how the pattern of significance
changes with increasing focal tree dbh. Significance is measured as z-values of the differences between the real data mean and the means of
100 otherwise identical data sets in which the focal tree dbh values have been shuffled within species. All phylogenetic intervals between focal and
annular trees are shown, denoted as in the legend to Fig 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g010

Recruitment rates of annular conspecifics are highest around small focal trees, and
decrease swiftly with increasing focal tree size. Fig 11 shows z-values for recruitment rates
of annular trees in the two FDPs, compared with the null model in which focal tree sizes have
been repeatedly randomized within species. Recruitment tends to be depressed near large focal
trees, because of a variety of factors ranging from Janzen-Connell effects to the depletion of
species-specific physical and biotic resources [40, 42, 57]. We find that a switch from excess to
lowered recruitment of surrounding trees becomes apparent early in the life cycle of the focal
trees. The observed fraction of recruits near focal trees >20 mm dbh is less than null-model
values in both forest plots. The figure also shows that similar decreases of annular recruitment
with increasing focal tree size are apparent at most phylogenetic distances between focal and
annular trees. The only exception to this pattern is an excess of recruits at large phylogenetic
distances around the largest (>100 mm) category of focal trees at Sinharaja.
The mortality rates of annular trees also show patterns of rapid change as small focal
trees increase in size. Fig 12 shows z-values for annular mortality rates around focal trees of
different sizes. In both forest plots, mortality exhibits a pattern that is the mirror image of
recruitment. We find, as NDD models predict and in agreement with earlier observations of
seedling mortality [3, 4], that mortality of trees larger than seedlings is significantly lower than
expected near small focal trees. But we also find that mortality of surrounding trees is higher
than expected near even slightly larger focal trees. As in the recruitment data, this switch from
deficiency to excess mortality takes place between focal tree size categories of 10–20 mm and
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Fig 11. The significance of proportions of recruits in annular trees around focal trees of different sizes, showing how the pattern of
significance changes with increasing focal tree dbh. Data presented as in Fig 10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g011

20–50 mm diameter, indicating a rapid and early rise in surrounding mortality that starts early
in the focal trees’ life cycle.
Subdivisions of the data sets show relationships between focal and annular trees that
resemble those of the full data sets. The effects presented above are based on pooled data for
all the species in each of the FDP plots. Conclusions drawn from such multi-species pooling
would not be justified if the species in the plots exhibit a wide diversity of properties. Further,
most of the species are rare and cannot be analyzed to the same level of detail as the commonest species. We therefore asked whether two independent sets of analyses, based on subdivision
of the data into thirds on the basis of different properties of the species, would yield results similar to the pooled analyses (Text B of S1 File).
The subdivisions were made on the basis of species abundance and on the basis of the CV of
within-species tree size. On average, 31.6% of the species in an abundance subdivision were
also found in a CV subdivision, with a minimum of zero and a maximum of 60.6%. All of the
conspecific analyses that were performed on the entire data set were repeated using each of
these species subgroups. Our goal was twofold: first, to ensure that all the analyses of the subsets have equal statistical power; and second, to test the hypothesis that the relationships found
in the entire data set are also found in the subsets.
The results of the t-tests and z-tests on these subsets are shown in Fig E (BCI) and Fig F
(Sinharaja) of S1 File. Without exception, growth differences in each of the subdivisions of the
data resemble those that are found in the pooled data, though as expected the significance levels
are lower. And, as with the pooled data, in almost all cases the smallest trees in each of the subdivided data sets have a significant excess of annular conspecifics and conspecific recruits, and
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Fig 12. The significance of mortality rate in annular trees around focal trees of different sizes, showing how the pattern of significance
changes with increasing focal tree dbh. Data presented as in Fig 10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.g012

a significant deficiency of conspecific mortality. The only exceptions are the intermediate CV
and rare species mortality data at BCI, and the common species mortality data at Sinharaja,
which show weakly significant effects that are only detectable in comparisons between the
smallest focal trees and their surrounding conspecifics.

Analysis of Variance Results
Effects associated with plot topography and within-quadrat autocorrelations are largely
independent of size-, distance- and density-related effects. Topographic subdivisions of the
FDPs have been found to be strongly associated with characteristic tree species assemblages at
the high-relief Sinharaja plot [55, 58]. Weaker but still significant associations between topography and species assemblages have been found at the low-relief BCI plot [59]. The extent of
possible interactions between these topographic effects and size-, density- and distance-related
effects was not, however, determined in those studies. We were concerned that such interactions, if they are substantial, might affect the size and significance of the relationships that we
detect using the EAA analyses. A similar potential problem is presented by autocorrelations
between the life history characteristics of pairs of focal trees that are in close physical proximity.
These factors, which range from shared physical and biological characteristics of the local environment to possible sharing of genotypes between nearby trees, might also influence our
results.
Tables 1–4 shows the results of analyses of variance carried out on four combinations of
response variables and sets of factors for both forest plots (see Methods). The ANOVA data, in
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Table 1. Analyses of variance that examine the relationships between the response variable of focal tree growth and the factors of annular tree
basal area, focal tree size, plot topography, and focal tree autocorrelation. In this analysis, and in the analyses of Tables 2–4, the topographic factor is
the topographic classification of the 20 x 20 m quadrat in which the focal tree is located, and the autocorrelation factor is the extent to which properties of focal
trees are correlated when the focal trees share the same quadrat. Because of constraints in available computer programs that limit the number of interaction
terms that can be estimated in an analysis, it was only possible to obtain interaction mean squares and F-values for 400 of the 1250 BCI quadrats and 400 of
the 625 Sinharaja quadrats. Repeated random samplings of 400 quadrats from the data produced statistically indistinguishable results.
BCI
Growth of small focal trees vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Annular tree basal areas

6

747

124.5

128.8

<2e-16

***

Topography

3

207

69.1

71.4

<2e-16

***

Autocorrelations

396

3375

8.5

8.8

<2e-16

***

Basal areas x Topography

18

12

0.66

0.68

0.84

Basal areas x Autocorrelations

2289

2481

1.08

1.12

4.5e-05

***

Residuals

212586

205579

0.97

Growth of small focal trees vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Annular tree basal areas

6

290

48.4

50.54

<2e-16

***

Topography

4

77

19.2

20.05

<2e-16

***

Autocorrelations

395

6873

17.4

18.17

<2e-16

***

Basal areas x Topography

24

32

1.32

1.38

0.103

Basal areas x Autocorrelations

2314

2657

1.15

1.20

1.4e-10

Residuals

123518

118301

0.96

Sinharaja

***

*** indicates signiﬁcance at the 0.001 level.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.t001

agreement with the t- and z-value data presented in Figs 2–6, show that the relationships
between focal tree growth and the summed basal areas of larger annular conspecifics, as well as
the relationships between focal tree diameter and annular tree aggregation, recruitment and
mortality, are all highly significant. The analyses also show, as expected, highly significant
Table 2. Aggregation of annular trees vs diameters of focal conspecifics, plot topography, and autocorrelations between the focal trees that share
each 20 x 20 m quadrat. Data from second census interval only.
BCI
Aggregation of annular conspeciics vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

6577

2192.5

763.6

<2e-16

***

Topography

3

116

38.8

13.5

8.19e-09

***

Autocorrelations

396

24695

62.4

21.7

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

9

140

15.5

15.4

1.90e-07

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1187

7840

6.6

2.30

<2e-16

***

Residuals

57970

166446

2.9

Aggregation of annular conspeciﬁcs vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

75911

25304

1429.3

<2e-16

***

Topography

4

27440

6860

387.5

<2e-16

***

Autocorrelations

395

641195

1623

91.7

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

12

1765

147

8.31

6.5e-16

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1184

59756

50

2.85

<2e-16

***

Residuals

91389

1617926

18

Sinharaja

Signiﬁcance as in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.t002
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Table 3. Recruitment of annular trees vs diameters of focal conspecifics, plot topography, and autocorrelations between the focal trees that share
each 20 x 20 m quadrat.
BCI
Recruitment of annular conspeciﬁcs vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

1083

360.9

2039

<2e-16

***

Topography

3

12

4.0

22.84

1.01e-14

***

Autocorrelations

396

1848

4.7

26.4

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

9

15

1.7

9.4

1.66e-14

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1188

652

0.5

3.1

<2e-16

***

Residuals

338412

59896

0.20

Recruitment of annular conspeciﬁcs vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

272

90.6

448.4

<2e-16

***

Topography

4

227

56.9

281.4

<2e-16

***

Autocorrelations

395

2465

6.24

30.9

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

12

8

0.67

3.3

7.9e-05

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1184

374

0.32

1.6

<2e-16

***

Residuals

192518

38903

0.20

Sinharaja

Signiﬁcance as in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.t003

relationships between the response variables and topography, and between the response variables and autocorrelations among focal trees that share the same quadrat.
Although most of the tests yield highly significant F-values, their precise level of significance
cannot be determined from these ANOVA tests. With the exception of growth rates, the
response variables are not normally distributed, and all the response variables show heteroskedasticity. However, it is possible to draw quantitative conclusions about the relative sizes of the
Table 4. Mortality of annular trees vs diameters of focal conspecifics, plot topography, and autocorrelations between the focal trees that share
each 20 x 20 m quadrat.
BCI
Mortality of annular conspeciﬁcs vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

695

231.6

1005.7

<2e-16

***

Topography

3

4

1.37

5.97

0.00046

***

Autocorrelations

396

2258

5.70

24.8

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

9

12

1.39

6.02

1.72e-08

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1188

766

0.65

2.80

<2e-16

***

Residuals

338412

77924

0.23

Sinharaja
Mortality of annular conspeciﬁcs vs:

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F-value

Pr(>F)

Signif

Focal tree diameters

3

545

181.7

289.6

<2e-16

***

Topography

4

1183

295.8

471.4

<2e-16

***

Autocorrelations

395

21581

54.6

87.1

<2e-16

***

Diameters x Topography

12

43

3.62

5.78

4.32e-10

***

Diameters x Autocorrelations

1184

1448

1.22

1.95

<2e-16

***

Residuals

192518

120796

0.63

Signiﬁcance as in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0156913.t004
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fractions of variances of the response variables that are explained by the factors, and those that
are explained by the pairwise interactions between the factors. In general, the interactions
explain substantially smaller fractions of the variance than the factors themselves. In almost all
cases, the mean squares and F-values for these interactions are less than one percent of those
for the variance components themselves. The magnitude of the NDD and PDD relationships
revealed by the EAA analyses is unlikely to be affected substantially by these interactions.

Discussion
We are able to draw a number of conclusions that have ecological and evolutionary implications from the EAA and ANOVA analyses presented in this paper.

1) Positive and negative density-dependent effects are influenced by
tree size
Both the negative density-dependent effects of annular trees on focal tree growth, and the positive within-species density-dependent facilitation mechanisms that enhance focal tree growth,
are strongly dependent on focal tree size and summed annular tree basal area. If the summed
basal areas of annular trees exceed focal tree basal area there is a negative effect on focal tree
growth, and this negative effect increases with increasing difference between focal and annular
trees. In contrast, the positive effect on the growth of the largest focal trees was greatest when
the focal trees were surrounded by a large summed basal area of annular trees.

2) Positive and negative effects have different sources
If between-species density-dependent facilitation is the cause of the positive effect on large
focal tree growth, it would be expected to be stronger in heterospecific than in conspecific
interactions. Such a pattern of facilitation is not seen, so if it is present its effects must be
smaller than the combined negative effect on growth rate of Janzen-Connell and niche-complementarity and thus not detectable. Instead, the growth rate of large focal trees is increased most
strongly in the presence of a smaller summed basal area of annular conspecifics, suggesting a
possible role for positive within-species density-dependent facilitation mechanisms on focal
tree growth.
One testable hypothesis to explain this positive effect is that there may be an accumulation
of beneficial host-specific symbionts such as mycorrhizae around large trees [60]. Another possibility is that the healthiest and fastest-growing large trees are those that by chance are in
regions that have accumulated unusually small numbers of pathogens, so that they are more
likely to be surrounded by conspecifics than more slowly-growing large trees. The extent and
causes of this positive growth effect merit further investigation.

3) Tree distributions change with tree size
As focal trees survive and grow in size, the amounts of annular tree aggregation, recruitment
and mortality around these survivors alter significantly in size. Figs 10–12 and Figs E and F of
S1 File show the significance of these changes. A striking feature of these data is how quickly
these measures begin to alter as focal trees increase in size. In most cases, the patterns are
clearly different around small focal trees of 10–20 mm dbh and slightly larger focal trees of 20–
50 mm dbh. The patterns continue to alter as focal trees increase in size.
These observations agree with observations of higher nonrandom mortality among the
smallest trees in a Queensland, Australia forest plot [42]. Our results show the extent to which
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the surroundings of small and large trees in these plots are different, and show that similar differences are also detectable across large phylogenetic distances between focal and annular trees.

4) Subdivisions of plot data share properties
Analysis of forest plot data that has been divided into subgroups of species with different properties shows that size-, distance- and density-dependent effects are widely shared across these
subgroups. Figs E and F of S1 File show that when species are subdivided into common, intermediate and rare, or into subgroups that have high, intermediate and low CVs of tree diameters, all these subgroups of species tend to exhibit similar properties when analyzed by the EAA
method. These findings show that the NDD effects are widely distributed across species with
different properties.
Our results from common, intermediate and rare species depart from those of earlier studies
that have concentrated on the properties of seedlings. Comita and co-workers [61] found that
seedlings of rare species at BCI showed higher mortality than seedlings of common ones when
they were near conspecifics. They found, in contrast to the current study, that mortality was
not significantly affected when the seedlings were near heterospecific trees. Using data from a
wide range of forests plots, Johnson and co-workers [62] found similar results. Mangan et al.
[11] found that seedlings of rare species showed stronger NDD effects than those of common
species in experiments designed to test Janzen-Connell effects. Our data, which do not show
this effect, are drawn only from trees that are larger than seedlings, and the data from our common, intermediate and rare species are the results of pooling information from a number of
species. Application of the EAA method to seedling data, including pooling of species to
increase the probability of detecting small effects, may help to quantify how the interactions
between seedlings and their environment differ from those of larger trees.

5) Distantly related trees influence each other
The evolution of even distantly related species in these forest ecosystems continues to be influenced by significant non-random interactions between them. The sums of squares presented in
Tables 1–4 show that the size-, density- and distance-related effects that have been explored in
this study, many of which have been examined in other studies of the plots, explain much less
than one percent of the total variances of focal tree size and growth. Nonetheless, even though
these effects are small, they are highly significant and most of them remain significant across
large phylogenetic distances between focal and annular trees. The phylogenetic persistence of
these interactions indicates the presence of underlying ecological processes that contribute to
the present-day dynamics of the forest communities. It seems possible that these interactions
can also play continuing roles in the adaptive radiation of these tree species.
Part of the persistence over large phylogenetic distances may result from the fact that some
fungal pathogens have been shown to be widely shared among all species in tropical forest ecosystems [63]. However, general niche-complementarity effects [15, 16], resulting from depletion of physical resources that are shared by even distantly-related species, could also
contribute to this phylogenetic persistence.
The phylogenetic patterns that we have examined in these two forests are fully consistent
with the strong phylogeny-associated effects of plant diseases that have been detected in a
northern California grassland [35]. These authors found that the effects of diseases on plants
were most pronounced when the plants were surrounded by conspecifics or closely related species. They also found that plant species introduced into a plot already heavily populated with
closely-related species were more severely affected by disease than those that were introduced
into a plot with fewer closely-related species.
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Tree species that share an ecosystem can continue to influence each other’s evolution long
after their gene pools have become separated. Although rates of speciation vary greatly [64],
prezygotic isolating mechanisms can accumulate rapidly in tropical ecosystems during speciation. Female tropical sparrows respond differentially to differences in songs of males in populations separated by as little as 25 km [65]. Molecular data indicate that there is strong genetic
isolation between rapidly evolving tropical tree and bromeliad species, even when there are
ample opportunities for hybridization [66–68].
In the FDPs examined here, only closely-related pairs of species are likely to be able to
exchange genes through introgression. The mean time back to a last common ancestor is 136.5
Ma at BCI and 139.8 Ma at Sinharaja, so that the majority of species pairs in these plots are
expected to be genetically isolated—though of course the occasional horizontal gene transfer
event can bridge even the largest phylogenetic gulf between species. Despite their genetic isolation, the properties of the most distantly related annular species show the same overall pattern
of relationships with focal tree size and growth as do conspecifics—though the strength of
these relationships is far weaker. Regardless of whether the sources of these interactions are
shared physical resources, pathogens, herbivores or seed-predators, adaptive radiations among
even distantly-related tree species that share the same ecosystem are able to continue, long
after their gene pools have separated.
The conspecific interactions examined here constitute only a small part of the total variance
in the demographic properties of the trees in the plots (Tables 1–4). This fraction drops further
when species are phylogenetically separated. Even in these cases, the pooled data from one or a
few five-year census intervals are sufficient to reveal details of these interactions. Over the millions of years during which these species-rich forests have existed, there must be a substantial
cumulative effect of even such weak interactions on post-speciation adaptive radiation.

6) Divergence in resource use may result from interactions between
distantly related species
We suggest an alternative to the notion that unpredictable tree neighborhoods should select for
convergence in resource use. The possibility of convergence was first suggested by [69] and
later elaborated by [70] and [71]. [71] modeled the process by which convergence in resource
use could occur through adaptive evolution by dispersal-limited species with unpredictable
neighbors. However, shared enemies (i.e., parasites and pathogens) are transmitted among
individuals and over time they will increase in numbers on or within hosts. They differ in their
properties, and apply different selective pressures to their hosts, than shared limiting resources
that are depleted through exploitative competition. Shared enemies should favor divergent
phenotypes, at all levels of negative consequences from infection and virulence that are experienced by the shared hosts. In other words, since fitness costs can accrue to hosts at all levels of
infection and virulence, for two hosts that share a pathogen, selection should favor phenotypic
divergence in both hosts even if they are distantly related and even if the levels of infection or
virulence experienced from their shared pathogen differ between the hosts. Evidence for pronounced divergence between species in anti-herbivore traits, contrasted with smaller divergences in traits that are not related to herbivory, have been found at an Amazon forest site by
[72].
We expect that application of the EAA method to other tropical, subtropical and temperate
forests will provide further information about whether such persistent evolutionary pressures
leading to evolutionary divergence are a universal feature of complex ecosystems.
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